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The Mummies

One Saturday, I woke up from a Adjective slumber and in my face was a piece of cloth; it looked

Adjective , maybe even dirty. What?! When I went down stairs no one was there, so I went

Noun to go to my friend's house to see if my family was there...it all happened so fast. I didn't even

know what was happening. When I got there I saw something I only Verb - Past Tense about, I saw

mummies everywhere. I didn't know what to do but I Adverb hid be find the door, hoping they hadn't

seen me yet. The first thing I thought was to get them wet and maybe they would just fall apart. So my plan was

to use Pronoun Preposition a decoy by getting their attention and hopefully they would come after

me. Then I would Adverb run to the Northwestern county pool and in they would go, but the problem

was that the pool was four miles away Preposition here. Once I devised this plan, I went to my house to

get some glasses so when I broke them they would fill the air with noise while I yell and scream at the top of my

lungs. When I got back to my Noun house, Interjection , they were gone...the mummies were

gone...deep into the house I saw mom... Pronoun is only yards away. Full of excitement I ran into the

house but then out of nowhere came the mummies, it was a trap and it worked. I thought maybe I still had a

chance, I could run through and around them out of the house and to the county pool. But the mummies didn't

come after me, they just sat there. So I ran out the house and sure enough they were right on my tail. I thought

mummies were slow but I couldn't have been more wrong. Thankfully I am a great runner Conjunction if I

wasn't I would've been caught almost instantaneously. Interjection , they were tough, one after another, all

coming after me each one coming in a different direction, after as much as one hour, I fell. They were all on top

of



me, Conjunction I shoved them off with unknown strength. Finally, I saw an opening got up, and sprinted;

the pool was maybe a half mile away. After five minutes of an exhausting run I saw it, the building only 20 feet

away. Finally I was in the pool the mummies Verb - Past Tense in and the chlorine in the pool seemed to

evaporate them. I did it. The mummies were exterminated.
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